CAL - EARTH
the california institute of earth art and and architecture (cal - earth) promotes and explores the
use of simple, earth material for building construction, such as adobe and ceramic

based on the principles of architect nader khalili , known for his ceramic buildings which are
fired in place by turning the raw structure into a sort of kiln

also known for a sandbag material called superadobe or superblock

sits on seven acres of land outside of hesperia, near victoriaville

mission statement : Cal-Earth, the California Institute of Earth Art and Architecture, is a 501 (c)
(3) nonprofit organization committed to providing solutions to the human need for shelter
through research, development, and education in earth architecture. We envision a world in
which every person is empowered to build a safe and sustainable home with their own hands,
using the earth under their feet.

their work : The global housing shortage currently includes some 20-40 million refugees and
displaced persons, and hundreds of millions more who live in substandard or slum housing.
With compounding environmental challenges and the acceleration of natural and man-made
disasters, this shortage will only become more severe in the coming decades.

To meet this pressing need, Cal-Earth develops and educates the public in self-help,
environmentally sustainable building designs. Houses anyone can build with their own two
hands, using locally available earth, sandbags and barbed wire, that meet modern-day
standards for safety, beauty, energy efficiency, and comfort.

Cal-Earth’s designs have been studied by NASA, endorsed and used by the United Nations,
featured in countless world media outlets, and awarded the prestigious Aga Khan Award for
Architecture. Our Superadobe building system (U.S. Patent #5,934,027) integrates traditional
earth architecture with contemporary global safety requirements, and has passed severe
earthquake code tests in California.

Based in Hesperia, California, Cal-Earth trains hundreds of people each year through on-site,
international, and web-based educational programs. Our alumni have helped share earth
building with communities in over 40 countries across the globe, and our workshops have been
held on five continents. Youth programs at Cal-Earth foster respect for the environment and an
awareness of sustainability practices.

In all that we do, we strive to honor our late founder Nader Khalili’s vision of an architecture
based on the natural elements of earth, water, air, and fire, and their unity at the service of
humanity and to continue his mission to provide shelter for the world’s homeless and displaced
persons, empower people to participate in the creation of their own homes and communities,
and help preserve the planet that we all share.

"earth turns to gold in the hands of the wise" -Rumi
nader khalili :
american - irannian architect , author , humanitarian , teacher , and innovator of the geltafan
earth and fire system known as ceramic houses and of the superadobe construction system
the geltafan foundation :
founded in 1986

reminds me of :
john hardy and elora hardy bamboo homes and structures sustainable living
le corbusier Dom - ino house 1914

this has tried to be done before but the question is will it be implemented and succeed

cold during winter warm during summer

iran :
big architecture culture
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